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1. Project outline
Title:
Empowering indigenous women through artisanal handicraft social business
exposure and exchange

Theme:

Indigenous women’s economic empowerment through fair trade and socially
sustainable business initiative

Goal:

To support the Pwo Karen women’s weaving group in Huay Hin Dam village,
Suphanburi province of Thailand in strengthening their livelihood base that is
economically viable, culturally sensitive and environmentally sustainable

Specific objectives:
•
•
•

•

To enhance the organic dyeing and weaving skills of indigenous women’s group
(Pwo Karen ethnic minority) from Huay Hin Dam village;
To expose the target leaders of women’s group to the concept of social business
based on artisanal textile and handicraft production;
To connect the women’s group of Huay Hin Dam village with Ock Pop Tok and its
local community partner as the possibility to participate in its Village Weaver
Project;
To strengthen the collaboration between TIFA and LIFA as the joint facilitator of
these women beneficiaries across Thailand and Lao PDR with the potential for longterm engagement

Project duration: 16-19 August 2019 (4 days)
Beneficiaries:
Primary beneficiary:
Secondary beneficiary:

Pwo Karen women’s weaving group of Huay Hin Dam
village, Suphanburi province, Thailand
Ock Pop Tok, the textile fair trade business in Luang
Prabang, Lao PDR

Partner:

The Center for People and Forests (RECOFTC), Kasetsart University

Sponsor:

IATSS Forum

Project team:

The project team includes:
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LIFA

Mr. Chanthanom Theangthong
Mr. Sompathana Lakhaisy
Ms. Maliya Phommasone
Ms. Valy Phommachak
Ms. Sisomephone Tipanya

TIFA
Dr. Worrawan Asawakun
Ms. Ratchada Arpornsilp
Mr. Hoonsadee Putangoon
Ms. Kanokkan Chaiyakan

Position

President
Alumni members

IF secretariat in Laos

2. Project background
Inspired by the visit during the 9th IAM to Ock Pop Tok, a fair trade and socially sustainable business
initiative, this project therefore emphasizes the goals of women empowerment, nature-based organic
production, and linkage of cultural traditions to social enterprise innovation which form the main theme
for this TIFA-LIFA project.

The primary stakeholders are 4 members of Pwo Karen indigenous women’s weaving group, a
loosely informal club formed by a small number of women leaders. In an effort to revitalize
their tradition, they bring back the natural ways of dyeing and weaving to protect the forests
and generate additional income for women. This project provides unique opportunity for them
to be exposed to a variety of market expansion model and to improve relevant technical skills
of artisanal textile production, particularly weaving and product design.
The women’s weaving group has a shared vision to systematically improve its handicrafts
supply chain and increase products’ values through enhanced direct market access to conscious
consumers. The participants expect to learn about various models in community-based
enterprise and business management in order to reflect on their strengths, weaknesses,
capacity gaps and strategies to engage the young generation.

3. Project preparation
The project preparation entailed the following tasks and responsibilities:
Tasks
Discuss and finalize project ideas between TIFA-LIFA and external
stakeholders (community members and partner)
Coordinate passport processing for women representatives
Arrange flight booking and other logistics
Finalize project plan and implementation
Reporting and planning for next phase

Duration
Feb-Mar
April
May-Jul
Aug
Sep-Oct
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4. Agenda
Date
16.08.2019

Time
9:10
16:00
19:00

17.08.2019

9:00
10:00
11:30
12:00
13:00
17:00
19:00

18.08.2019

8:00
11:30
12:00
13:30

19.08.2019

19:00
5.30
8:30
12:00
13:30
14:30

Description
LIFA team - Depart from VTE to LPB - QV111
TIFA team – Arrive at LPB Airport - FD1030
Welcome dinner and introduction
Setting expectations
Depart for Ock Pop Tok (a social business model)
Seminar run by Ock Pop Tok co-founder
Dyeing silk session for 4 participants
Lunch at Ock Pop Tok
Silk weaving session for 4 participants
Leave from Ock Pop Tok to the hotel
Dinner and free time (optional: night market)
Reflection of lessons learnt
Depart for community weaving village Ban Nayang (3 hours from
LPB) (a semi community-based and supply chain model)
Community visit to Thai Lue indigenous weavers’ family
Lunch
Nayang community transect walk
Visit to traditional home stay initiative
Dinner and free time
(optional: alms giving and visit temple)
Visit Ban Panom handicraft center (One village one product model)
Lunch
Visit Ban Xangkhong (weaving and hand-made paper mulberry
production) (individual shop house model)
Wrap-up and next steps
Depart to Airport (TIFA) (16:30 flight)
Depart to Airport (LIFA) (18:20 Flight)

5. Activities and results
5.1

Seminar and classes at Ock Pop Tok, a social business model

The seminar was delivered by Ms. Veomanee Duangdara, a co-founder of Ock Pop Tok. Ms.
Veomanee provided a brief history of how it started in 2000 when she met her business partner
from the United Kingdom. At the outset, they tried to initiate a different business model for
artisanal handicraft in Lao PDR so as to boost more sustainable income for weavers’ families.
Ock Pop Tok adopts the experiential learning approach in its business endeavor by exposing the
target buyers to experience weaving and dyeing classes. Through this process, the consumers
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recognize the real products’ values and are willing to pay for a higher price. The Ock Pop Tok
therefore collects the weavers’ biographical data such as their ethnicities, livelihoods, patterns,
photos, etc. and presents it in a tag. In this regard, the consumers can connect to the
producers. Information for marketing and branding is therefore a key to business success.
As a social business model, Ock Pop Tok initiated the other 2 cornerstone projects: Village
Weaver Project and Fibre2Fabric Foundation. In the Village Weaver Project, Ock Pop Tok works
with several ethnic communities across 14 provinces in building their capacities and
establishing village fund. The selection criteria include the quality of products and the agreed
terms of contract. Weavers involve in the contract with Ock Pop Tok will receive relevant
training on product design and development. Nonetheless, the patterns are owned by Ock Pop
Tok and the weavers participate as business partners in its supply chain. For Fibre2Fabric
Foundation, Ock Pop Tok runs this initiative to gather rare ethnic patterns and rediscover the
loss of traditional weaving styles in its permanent public exhibition. Over 1,000 pieces of
artisanal cloths are kept in this small museum which contributes to a collection of knowledge
on artisanal textile and handicrafts.

Community participants are exposed to different
raw materials and techniques for dyeing.

After the keynote lecture, the Huay Hin Dam community participants attended dyeing and
weaving classes in which they learnt new and different techniques from their practices.
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Community participants attended the weaving
session.

Presentation of artisanal textile as the gift from Huay Hin Dam community to Ock Pop Tok
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5.2

Community weaving village, Ban Nayang

Ban Nayang, a Thai Lue ethnic community, is widely known for its weaving tradition and
tourism. Ock Pop Tok has engaged specifically with one weaving family since 2008. Many of
them have also supplied their handicraft products in accordance with the order of another Thai
textile trader. The external business partners such as Ock Pop Tok help organize individual
members in the community. A complete portion of many households’ income in this
community generates from weaving activities. Most of them grow the cotton and process their
own thread. All family members involve in this livelihood. The men collect bark and firewood
for dyeing as well as help spinning the thread. The youth usually goes out from the community
to pursue higher education. Unlike those remain in the community, this group of youth cannot
trace the pattern by themselves, though they can still weave with the practical skills transferred
from their mothers.

Exchange with Thai Lue senior weaver in Ban Nayang

Although Ban Nayang case is similar to One Village One Product, the members are not
mobilized into association with joint negotiation and ownership. Individual households deal
directly with the manufacturers or traders based on their terms. For instance, the MOU with
Ock Pop Tok guarantees the patent rights of its pattern and therefore the community members
simply contribute to its production chain. Nonetheless, they also receive the chance to present
their pieces in other countries and events with the facilitation from Ock Pop Tok.
After the community transect walk, the last visit in Ban Nayang was the traditional
home-stay which is promoted along with the weaving village tourism. The home-stay initiative
was arranged individually with external support to renovate the houses.
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5.3

Other models (Ban Panom and Ban Xangkhong)

Ban Panom and Ban Xangkhong are the shop houses of textile producers. A slight
difference between them exists though. Ban Panom organizes its shop houses in a common
space where the potential buyers can see all available items at once. Each weaver contributes
to the utility costs on a monthly basis. Whereas in Ban Xangkhong, the individual shop houses
are located in the same street without organized collaboration.

A visit to Ban Panom
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6. Project budgeting
As attached in excel sheet.
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7. Conclusion (key lessons learned and possible outlook)

• The project provided opportunity for TIFA and LIFA to collaborate in a joint effort
and involve the external stakeholders and partners.
• The learning outcomes for community participants include: 1) other technical
knowledge and methods on dyeing and weaving; 2) various product design and the use of story
to inform markets and branding; 3) different business and enterprise models; and 4)
experiences to travel abroad and open perspectives.
• Future project development was discussed among TIFA-LIFA project team,
community participants and partner representative as follows:
1) The overall thematic area can be broadened to connect the artisanal textile
and handicraft to sustainable resource management at the community level.
In addition to artisanal textile, LIFA showed additional interest in organic
agriculture, climate change and forestry.
2) Huay Hin Dam women’s group eagerly welcomes the visit for learning
exchange in their community. The community participants would also like to
share what they have been doing in Huay Hin Dam and how they would
adapt the experiences from this project.
3) TIFA can facilitate the visit to Huay Hin Dam in Thailand and LIFA can identify
the compatible participants from Lao PDR.
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